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THE WALLEYE AS

A WALLFLOWER

by Jerry C. Tash and Stephen H. Holanov*

The walleye are doing just fine - reaching upwards of
8 pounds. The fishermen are doing just fine -catching bass
and trout and channel catfish.

But Arizona fisherman are not catching walleye, and if
they don't start bringing back more in their creels, and then

Arizona fishermen have learned to catch just about
every manner of fish that the Arizona Department of Game
and Fish has introduced to the state's lakes and streams.

Large and small mouth bass were brought in, the
fishermen found them, caught them, ate them and went
back for more. Result: More bass were stocked by Game
and Fish -it paid to.

The bluegill was brought in and the story was the
same, as it was with various types of non -native trout: The
fishermen fished, caught, came back for more, and the fish
managers knew they had a good thing going.

In the mid- 1960's, somebody decided that it might be
a nice idea to bring in another eastern fish, one that fought
well, tasted great, and might do very nicely in the deep
man -made lakes along the Salt River.

In came the walleye, so named for the opaque eye of
the species, a close relative of the yellow perch, and a
game fish known to hit 22 pounds in Canadian waters.

Within a few years it was found that the walleyes sur-
vived in the deep lakes like Saguaro, Canyon, and Apache,
growing to 10 inches during their first year, going to 2
pounds by their second year, and feeding happily on the
threadfin shad that were brought in to provide them forage.

True, the walleye (native to North America west of the
Appalachians from Canada to the Gulf Coast) did not re-
produce well, but survival of the stocked fish from year to
year was far better than it is for trout.

So, after 10 years of occupying the same waters as
the wiley Arizona fishermen, how are things going?
*Respectively, Unit Leader and Research Associate, Cooperative Fishery Unit.
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heading back for still more of the fish, walleye in Arizona
may be on the way out.

They will disappear simply because it doesn't pay
Game and Fish to stock fish that are not caught.

It isn't a matter of the walleye being too elusive for
Arizonans. Rather, Arizona fishermen seem to spend most
of their time fishing for trout, and they simply don't know
how to fish for walleye. They are used to warm -water fish
like crappie, bluegill, and bass -daytime feeders that lurk
in shallow waters. Fishing, based on the feeding habits and
lairs of these fish, won't hook a walleye, and because of this
it is likely that many Arizona fishermen don't even know the
walleye are down there. Emphasize down!

Fishermen in the east have always thought the wall-
eye adapted to feeding either in dim light or deep waters.
Research has borne out their hunch. The eyes of the wall-
eye work very nicely in very faint light and do badly where
the light is bright. During the day- unless either the sky or
the water is cloudy -adult walleye run for deep water.

Since the walleye prefer deep, dark water, and feed at
night, the best bet for catching them is at dawn, dusk, and
at night. Casting from the shore is best after dark or on
cloudy days.

During the day especially, it takes deep bait and lures
to snare the walleye. In the canyon lakes of the Salt River,
120 feet of line is probably a good bet.

Another thing: A nibble is not enough to hook a wall-
eye. They are slow eaters, preferring minnows (and other
small live fish) as bait, and they should be allowed to swal-
low the bait before the line is reeled in.

Considering that walleye are deemed the best eating
fish caught in northern waters, it is a pity that more Arizona
fishermen aren't bringing them to the dinner table




